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I have been asked by the organizers to place Nicola Cabibbo’s 

contributions to hyperon physics in perspective. ------  Also to 

substitute for Leon Lederman. 

I have some hope to fulfill the first assignment, but  little hope for the 

second.   
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All I can do is recall my first encounter with Leon. I was a 

Chicago grad student attending a conference at Argonne Lab. 

Chicago and Columbia were famously rivals, each having their 

own cyclotron. Val Telegdi (my thesis sponsor ) was first speaker, 

Leon second, and Yoichiro Nambu third. When it was Leon’s turn 

he began: “I feel like a piece of ham - sandwiched as I am 

between two such well-bred speakers”. The audience roared with 

laughter--- for me the ice was broken. 



“I feel like a piece of ham  

sandwiched as I am between two such  

well-bred speakers”. 



In 1999 I made a visit to Nicola in Rome, arranged by 

a mutual friend Cesare Silvi, then President of ISES. 

(Nicola had been director of INEA) 

This began a friendship that lasted over a decade. 

 

Every trip to Rome would start with a cultural 

experience and a “lesson”. This one was a visit to his 

office in the Vatican. 



Nicola Cabibbo’s Vatican Office 





It has been two years since the we lost  

Nicola Cabibbo;  

A long time in the life of a physicist, but a 

short time to form a  perspective on a scientists 

contributions 

It takes more like 50 years to assess 

contributions to science 

(S, Chadrasekhar, private communication) In 

what follows  

I will use Nicola’s words whenever possible, 

even though he was writing in the third person.  



1958:  intimations of Cabibbo Universality 

 



Intimations of Cabibbo Universality 
 



In 1963 Cabibbo proposed a theory of the weak 

current, parameterized by a single mixing angle θc,  in 

the context of the octet model of SU(3) symmetry. 



In September 2008, during a visit to UC Merced,  

Nicola told me this was the highest cited PRL 



Intimations of CP Violation 
Soon after Cabibbo proposed the mixing hypothesis, S. Glashow 

suggested to him that the same picture could naturally accommodate 

CP violation by allowing the mixing angle to be complex (adding a 

phase). However, it was obvious that a 2x2 unitary matrix (in the 

case of four quarks) can always be reduced to a form with real 

elements and thus necessarily preserves CP. 

In 1973, Kobayashi & Maskawa noted that the mixing of three quark 

families entails a single complex phase that cannot be eliminated by 

field redefinitions. They thus proposed that the four-quark model 

should be extended to a six-quark model in which mixing offers a 

natural explanation for the existence of CP violation. 



Intimations of CP Violation 



The next visit was to give a seminar a  University of Rome La 

Sapienza But first the Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Moderna 

and the role of Margherita Sarfatti in 20th century Italian art 

Then over a pizza in the museum park,  I learned that Nicola 

had derived his inspiration for a rotating the weak current from 

a Faraday Rotation of the Electric Field 



Giuseppe Pelizza da Volpedo Il Quarto Stato 

 

Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Moderna 



A road map for four decades of experiments 

I have circled the three most influential measurements  



Form factors, the language of hyperon decays 



How to measure form factors 



Throughout the 1960’s  and 70’s there was an abundance of 

competing models. During this time period S. Glashow called 

RW enquiring about the latest sign of A/V in lambda beta 

decay, citing a theory that would prefer a negative sign.   

It was important to measure the sign of g1/f1 (Axial 

Vector/Vector) using polarized hyperons. 



























The next visit was to work on our review. But first the Villa 

Borghesa and the Gallery.  I was asked to particularly 

examine a Correggio and report what I saw. Nicola called 

my attention to the thin dark line across each finger nail. 

The artist had faithfully depicted dirt under the finger 

nails of the model.  That was when I truly understood 

Nicola’s attention to detail.  



By this time we were deep into our new project,  

writing a review of hyperon beta decay 













What we have measured 

Erratum: R=.886(71) (KTeV) for neutral cascade beta decay 





NEW since annual review article  





Experiment: 

g1/f1 = 1.20 +/- 0.05  

For neutron decay 

2012 PDG value is 1.2701 +/- .0025 

 

Even for this SU(3) mirror of the 

neutron which is 40% more massive  

There is no evidence for symmetry 

breaking! 



What can we say about weak electricity (g2)? 

g2 hides inside the axial vector 

Like the shadow   

In determining g1 from the Dalitz plot (en correlation)  

one is actually measuring g1*  g1 – dg2  

 

Rate ~Vus
2 [f1

2+ 3 g1
*2  + 2d g1

* g2] 

 

Rate ~Vus
2 f1

2[1+ 3 (g1
*/f1)

2 + 2d (g1
*/f1)

 (g2/f1)] 
 



PDG 2012: Vus = 0.2252 (9)  from kaon decays 



An interesting calculation  



Appeal to Experimentalists: 

 
Refined Hyperon Beam experiments to measure 

the  Axial Vector  form factors more precisely 

Motivation:  Historically, the axial vector 

form factor g1 in neutron decay was connected to 

spontaneous symmetry breaking) and Nambu-

Goldstone boson (p) by the famous Goldberger-

Trieman relation 



Appeal to Theorists 
 

So far we have g1 beautifully following the  

SU(3) pattern predicted by Cabibbo.  

How about  dynamical calculations, 

(like the G-T relation) for the hyperons. 

And while we are at it, how about calculations  

for the induced terms,  

like g2 which may not be so small after all. 











EPILOGUE 

In case you have been wondering,  

WHERE IS UC MERCED??? 



Where we are 



Thank you… 



Form factors for experimentalists 

(Inspired by Henry Primakoff) 



This formulation is accurate up to and including second order in d 

The example given here is convenient for neutral cascade beta decay 



How good is the SU(3) value of f1 (0) ? 

Ademollo &Gatto Theorem 

<m| = X-+p-, etc    <n| = n+p0, p+p-, etc 
1. f1 (0)2   = -(Qem + Y)B + 2nd order terms 

2. 2nd order terms are <0 for S- since there are no  

X-+p-, etc(S=-2, I=3/2) resonances 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Corrections to f1 (0) are small, and at least for S-  <  0 

 



We have some information from polarization measurements 

In polarized S- beta decay, g1
*/f1 < 0, g2/f1 >0  by 1.5s 

In polarized L beta decay, g1
*/f1> 0, g2/f1<0  by 2s 

Allowing for g2 would increase Vus
2f1

2 

 

Conclusion: 

The g2 contribution is small (second order) 

In making the conventional assumption (g2=0) 

we underestimate Vus. 

 
 
 



Our Result for Vus (PRL 06/2004) 

Erratum: R=.886(71) (KTeV) for neutral cascade beta decay 

D = 0.0008 (16) in agreement with unitarity 


